A Land Remembered by Patrick Smith

Name: __________________________ Date: ____________________ Period: ______

1. | Tobias Maclvey | Zech Maclvey | Emma Maclvey |
   | Physical Characteristics |             |             |
   | Personality Characteristics |             |             |

2. List the necessities Tobias and Emma bring with them when they migrate from Georgia to Florida.


4. Describe the marshtackie. How do the Seminoles use the marshtackie?

5. Describe how the Civil War is affecting the following locations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jacksonville, FL</th>
<th>Savannah, GA</th>
<th>Cuba</th>
<th>St. Andrews Bay</th>
<th>Palatka, FL</th>
<th>Gainesville, FL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

6. What deprivations are the Confederate soldiers suffering?
7. What is the job of the Rebel Cow Cavalry? Color the picture.

8. What two fears does Emma express to Tobias?

9. What two requests does Zech make of Tobias? Which request is rejected?

10. Describe the wild cattle Tobias has seen in the woods.

11. List the 5 ways the bull parts are used.

12. What American nation are the states of Florida and Georgia part of?

13. The new recruits of the Cow Cavalry are provided with what three necessary items?

14. Why does a McClellan military saddle not have a horn like a cowboy saddle?

15. How many gold one-dollar coins does Tobias receive at the end of the drive?

16. Why was gold more valuable than paper money?

17. What item does the state marshal allow Tobias to keep?
18. What is the second job Tobias is recruited to do in support of the Confederate army?

19. List the names of the Florida cities the Federal/Union troops have raided.

20. Why are the Northern soldiers taking black people in their raids?

21. What valuable items does Tobias take from the dead soldier? How does the number of items identify the soldier as a Federal?

22. Why does Tobias decide to move the family further south?

23. Draw a floor plan of the Kissimmee house.

24. What is the problem with trying to use a cavalry-trained horse to catch cows in the wild?

25. What plants from the abandoned Seminole garden does Tobias use to begin his own garden?

26. How has the Civil War affected people living in the South?
27. As explained by Keith Tiger to Tobias, describe the care of wild cattle.

28. What lifestyle change does Tobias realize he will have to make if he plans to own cattle?

29. What do the U.S. government soldiers call the Seminoles who wander with their herds? Why do the soldiers call the Seminoles this name?

30. What **three** kindnesses are extended to Tobias by the Seminoles?

31. Why does Tobias name the marshtackie Ishmael?

32. What does Tobias name the dogs?

33. Draw Tobias riding his bull from the description in this chapter.

34. List the four cow-chasing and herding skills the dogs possess.
35. What two herding skills does Ishmael possess?

36. Describe the man who emerges from the palmetto clump? What is he wearing? What is his unusual name? Why did he leave his cabin and land? What role will he now have as a part of the MacIvey Cattle Company?

37. What is Tobias’ **first** business opportunity/plan to earn money from the many cows they have branded?

38. Why do Skillit’s pants have no need for pockets?

39. How much will the boat captain pay for an alligator hide? Color the alligator picture.

40. What signal for trouble is to be used for whoever is out on watch?

41. What additional employees does Tobias realize he needs when he sees the profit potential of the large wild, untended herds?

42. What new business opportunity does Tobias realize learn of in Fort Pierce?

43. How much money will Tobias earn if he is able to get $12.00 for 148 cows?

44. Why is the marsh a dangerous location during the storm?
45. What area provides safety for the family and animals?

46. What plan to expand their number of employees do Emma and Tobias develop?

47. How long has it been since the man Tobias offers a job as cattle herder/driver “went down to a creek and washed”?

48. Why do you think hiring Frog and Bonzo has motivated Tobias to have the sign “Maclvey Cattle Company” made?

49. How do Tobias and Sam Lowery informally execute their business agreement?

50. Emma says, “I’ve never heard so many different sounds at one time.” List the seven chilling sounds Emma hears.

51. Identify and describe the man who wore the bells?

52. What did the six cows do when they “reached the point where water met solid ground”?

53. If some of the cattle he entrusted to Tobias to sell don't make it to Punta Rassa, how does Tobias guarantee Windell Lykes payment?
54. Color the picture of the Florida Cracker Cowboy.

55. Why is Cap’n Hendry going to pay Tobias the higher dollar amount for each cow in the herd?

56. Why is Tobias paid in Spanish gold doubloons?

57. Why is the money safe from thieves in Punta Rassa?

58. How do Tobias and Frog react to the discrimination against Skillit?

59. What does Frog know about Ishmael that causes him to bet against Hendry’s horse, Thunder, in a 3-mile race? How much will Frog win if Ishmael beats Thunder with a wager of $200 in a five-to-one bet? What does Tobias win with Ishmael’s victory?
60. What tasty business venture are Tobias’s cows eating away?

61. Why has their increased wealth not changed the lifestyle of the family?

62. What “chore” do you think Skillit wants to accomplish with his request of additional time away from the hammock?

63. What “good idea” does Frog propose to Bonzo and Zech?

64. Describe Glenda Turner.

65. What do Zech, Frog, and Bonzo discover when they return to the pen?

66. What fatherly advice does Tobias give Zech about surviving in the wilderness?

67. Besides a wagon full of orange trees, what does Skillit bring home?

68. Why is 30 acres required to feed just one cow?

69. What is the “death cloud”?

70. What circumstances have caused James Tiger and Willie Cypress to search for Tobias?

71. What does Tobias feel compelled to go to the Seminoles?
72. What symptoms of illness has Bonzo experienced? Why doesn’t he go to the doctor for medicine?

73. What fear for the future of the Indian and the bounty of life found on the shores of Lake Okeechobee does Tobias express to Zech?

74. What illness does Tobias have? Bonzo has experienced the same symptoms as Tobias. From what did they contract this illness?

75. Describe Tawanda Cypress.

76. In what two situations with Tawanda does Zech learn Seminole rules for a woman sitting with a man?

77. What does Tobias need from the store in Fort Drum? Who does Zech home to see in the store?

78. Tobias is unashamed when he must admit that he cannot read and write. Why is Zech embarrassed to tell Glenda’s father that he can’t write her a letter?

79. When Tobias and Zech return home, who do they learn has not survived the attack of the death cloud?
80. Color the following pictures of the Seminole village.

81. With their increased income, Tobias now purchases store-bought gifts. What will Emma do with a bolt of cloth?

82. Describe the differences between Glenda and Tawanda. Which one would be the best wife for Zech? Explain your answer.

83. What does Emma mean when she tells Zech, “Girls want a man, not some fancy dancer who couldn’t skin a rabbit if his family was starving”?

84. What new business does Tobias see as their future? Why is this new venture easier than the cattle business? Color the orange.

85. What now threatens open-range grazing of cattle?

86. What catches Zech’s eye as he is leaving town?

87. How many acres does Zech buy? How much gold did he spend at 20 cents an acre?
88. Why are the suits making Zech and Tobias itch?

89. What do the white flowers on the door of the store indicate? Color the buckboard.

90. Describe and draw the wedding ring Zech gives Glenda.

91. Which organs are the thieves removing from the carcasses of the cattle?

92. What secret does Glenda share with Emma?

93. What is used to give relief to Glenda’s sunburned skin?

94. Why do the Maclveys have no more right to the salty marsh grass than the men who force them to go elsewhere?

95. Why do Emma and Glenda generate the reaction they receive when the men see them in “britches”?

96. Why does Emma frown when Glenda mounts Ishmael? Why does Glenda want a horse of her own?
97. What are Zech’s reasons for building a cabin in Punta Rassa?

98. Why is the cattle company ambushed? What do both Zech and Glenda lose in the attack?

99-100. Draw a “before” picture of Emma and Glenda in their dresses and an “after” picture in their new jeans, denim shirts, and boots. Include Glenda’s black felt hat and red pony tail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Emma</th>
<th>Glenda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

101. Why does Zech return to the Seminole village?

102. Which particular Seminole does Zech recall as he rides south?

103. Besides the American government, who else have the Seminoles had difficulty with?

104. Zech’s “other world seemed far away.” What “world” is the author referring to?
105. How does their baby’s name indicate that Glenda has “opened a previously unknown world” to Zech?

106. How does Tobias learn that land he previously had free access to land that is now owned by someone?

107. How much did Hamilton Disston pay per acre for the land?

108. What new industries are taking control of the once-open range?

109. What plan does Zech have to keep more of the Maclvey land open to grazing?

110. How much land has Zech purchased?

111. What does Zech plan to do that would stop open grazing on Maclvey land?

112. What decision does Skillit make on behalf of his five sons?

113. Why does Skillit not have a last name?

114. How are the cattle shipped from Punta Rassa to Cuba?

115. What solution does Glenda envision to avoid the drives to Punta Rassa?

116. How old is Grampy?
117. How does the cattle company produce homegrown cows? How are the homegrown cows different from wild cows?

118. What non-human object does Tobias “kill” with the breech loader?

119. What is the point of Jacob Summerlin’s humorous comment to Zech?

120. Why are the feathers “growing out of a bird’s rear” valuable?

121. How many years have passed since Zech last saw Tawanda?

122. Who does Tawanda name their son after?

123. What two promises does Tawanda request of Zech?

124. Describe the gifts Zech gives his son.

125. Approximately how many years have Tobias and Emma been married?

126. What physical ailment do Emma’s symptoms indicate?

127. What do the three popping sound of Tobias’s whip and the firing of both barrels of his shotgun indicate to the hunters?
128. Why does Zech feel it is necessary to bury Emma where they camped?

129. Why is cypress a better wood for a coffin than pine?

130. How does Zech plan to change the grazing habits of the cattle?

131. How much of the orange groves are left to harvest? How will a prolonged freeze affect the fruit?

132. Do you think Zech could have stopped Tobias from checking on the orange trees if he had “nailed the door shut”? Why or why not.

133. What is meant by Zech’s promise to Tobias that he will “put it all back”?

134. Why is it now Zech’s duty to say “last words” for Tobias?

135. Who comes to pay respects to Tobias?

136. What does Zech learn of Tawanda?

137. Why is Zech repulsed by Palm Beach?

138. How does Sol demonstrate his ability as a young entrepreneur?

139. How does Sol conduct business in a manner that Tobias and Zech would not?
140. After buying the orange trees, what do the MacIveys do to avoid carrying the trunk of gold coins back to the hammock?

141. How many acres of trees does Zech intend to plant?

142. Why does Zech send Frog to Arcadia?

143. Draw a picture of the rough town of Arcadia as described by Frog.

144. What was the Punta Rassa doctor’s plan to treat Zech’s foot?

145. Why did the doctor pour whiskey into the open wound?

146. Considering how they interact during Zech’s recovery, what conclusion can you draw about the relationship between Toby and Sol?

147. List the **four** advantages the Brahma bull has over the Florida cattle.

148. What are the advantages for Zech to ship the organs north rapidly by rail rather than by boat?
149. What proposal does Glenda make for Sol’s educational future?

150. How does the bull prove to be more dangerous than the MacIvey Cattle Company realize? Color the Brahma Bull.

151. Who does Frog expect to see and speak with after his death?

152. Who is killed by the Brahma bull? Why does Zech ask for God’s forgiveness for buying the bull?

153. How is the Hereford bull different from the Brahma bull?

154. What two changes are made to the MacIvey Cattle Company after the last drive of 1898?

155. How much land does Zech now own?

156. What fraction of the breed keeps the cows from being 100% Hereford? Color the Hereford bull.

157. Why does Zech buy the additional 70,000 acres?

158. Who are the last blood-related survivors of the MacIvey family?

159. Why does Sol feel compelled to leave the MacIvey cattle ranch and orange groves?
160. Where is Sol storing the trunks of money?

161. Draw a picture of Sol with a thought cartoon balloon picturing what he saw in his mind eye.

162. How does Sol want to “transform the land”?

163. What is the name of the third company developed by a MacIvey?

164. According to Minnie, why is it important for Sol to have sons?

165. Why does Toby feel that God is represented in a swamp but not in a tomato field?

166. After Toby confronts him, does Sol regret destroying the custard-apple forest?

167. Why is Bonnie so willing to go with Sol?

168. Color the Ford Model-T Sol used to haul the remaining gold-filled trunks from the homestead to his home.

169. Describe Bonnie’s relationship with Sol.
170. How has the homestead changed since Sol’s last visit?

171. When Sol compares his destruction of the custard-apple forest with Donovan’s disregard for the MacIvey homestead, what does Sol realize about himself?

172. How old is Sol in 1924?

173. How do we know that Julia Tuttle was finally about to successfully communicate her idea of the market potential of Miami to Hendry Flagler?

174. Why is Sol’s Miami property increasing in value?

175. Why does Sol have his Miami home built with foot-thick concrete walls and iron grills across the windows?

176. How does “banking by trunk” save the MacIvey fortune during the Great Depression of the 1930s?

177. How many acres of land does Sol own in Miami?

178. Why do Sol and Bonnie leave Miami?

179. List the six signs Sol and Bonnie observe that signal the coming of a great storm?

180. Who dies in the Hurricane of 1928? How does this effect Sol?
181. How many years have passed since the Lake Okeechobee tragedy?

182. What award does Sol receive?

183. Why does Sol make up his family history?

184. Of what materials is the Lake Okeechobee home rebuilt?

185. What assets does Sol use to begin the Maclvey State Bank?

186. How does Sol prove to be a philanthropist during World War II?

187. What is Sol’s relationship with Arthur?

188. Why is Sol leaving the Key Biscayne mansion?

189. How has Miami changed since Sol first saw it?

190. If he was nine years old in 1892 when Zech first learned of him, how old is Toby in 1968?

191. Why is it important for Sol and Toby to express their forgiveness and love for each other before they die?

192. How has Sol protected the Punta Rassa acreage and cabin from development?
193. How does Sol show his appreciation for Arthur’s thirty years of service?

194. List the people Sol recalls and the memory he recalls about them?

195. Why are Sol’s last words “Where did it all go, Pappa?....Where did it all go?....”?

196. Draw Sol seated on the cypress bench beside the cabin porch with the “old board tacked to the wall with white fated letters” that read “The MacIvey Cattle Company.”

197. Draw the MacIvey Family Tree. Include blood and non-blood members.